
NID DAT Prelims Question Paper - 2022 (Memory Based)

PART A-40 Marks

General Knowledge

Q1. Choose the correct symbol of Olympics from the following?

Q2. Identify the most recent union territory?

Q3. Full Form of UP?

Q4. Differences of hours from Indian and Greenwich Mean Time?

Q5. From the 10 Rs coin identify the material of outer (gold) and inner (Silver) rings?

Q6. Identify the company which is not invested by Elon Musk?

Q7. Penguins are from which Hemisphere?

Q8. Name the corridor that connects India and Pakistan (Kartarpur corridor – Darbar Sahib 

Gurdwara Pakistan and Dera Baba Nanak Shrine Punjab)?

Q9. Who is the director of the biological film metro?

Q10. By which measuring unit is noise pollution measured?

Q11. Match the monument given with the building style:

Japanese, Italian, Gothic style.

Arithmetic

Q12. Seating Arrangement.

Q13. Venn diagram-Rectangle no of girls, circle-artists, triangle-sculptors. How many girl artists are

not sculptors?

Q14. Mirror Image question.

Q15. Chess board alternative square questions.

Language

Q16. Read the English passage and answer the following questions (4 Sub questions)

Logical / Reasoning

Q17. Folding / unfolding questions.

Q18. In which directions gear must be rotated (gear mechanism)

Q19. Predict the next pattern in a given series?



Q20. Coding Decoding. If MOP=COP and ............=.............. 

then COS=..............

Part-B (60 Marks)

Q1. A room view given in which a man is present. His friend is looking into that room through a 

window from outside. Things inside the roommate shown like a sofa set, TV, painting hanging on 

the wall, shelf etc. Draw from the perspective of the friends view.

Q2. Modify the given tap for:

(a) A 6-year old child.

(b) An artist

(c) A visually impaired person

Q3. Parts of the bicycle given. Draw a bicycle with the correct proportion with the given parts.

Q4. Storyboarding with a fisherman and a kingfisher. A fisherman and a kingfisher bird were having

a heated argument. Complete the story of the last line said by Kingfisher.

Title : ................

Story : ..................

            ...................

.......................................

.................................................

Kingfisher : After you all are a human.

Illustrate the conversation in three frames.


